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Ellis Maxwell

From: Kiirsi Hellewel
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 10:50 AM
To: Ellis Maxwell
Subject: more garbage from the troll...just to add to records

Luckily, I have friends keeping an eye on other FB sites...more garbage from the troll: 
  
 
--- On Sun, 2/21/10,  wrote: 

 
From:  
Subject: Re: New Don Johnson Post #2 
To:  
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2010, 8:01 AM 

And this morning on the F/F site part two...here are comments to the same post. 
 
Kiirsi...I wonder what he is up to and I hope someone is looking into this.  I want to blast him back on 
facebook...so let me know if I should try to get him to talk more.  
Right now I am keeping low key to see what else he does as he does not like me :) 
 
So here are the comments: 
 
 Don Johnson Post 
Chucky posted in friends and family: Gota strange call last night, shouldn't have picked up the phone. 
Ipromise everyone Susan did not leave her family under her own power.She would not leave her 
children, she is not in hiding. If Susan wasphysically capable of contacting us she would do so. The 
Police areconsidering every tip.please let the police d...otheir jobs. Please know that you will not hear a 
direct response fromthe police about your tip. If it results in evidence they can't sharethat face, if it goes 
nowhere they don't have time to tell you so.However no response does not mean it was not followed up 
on.It sounds like who ever called is on to "ALL" the Cox, Gifford "LIES" like I am. Example of a Cox 
and Gifford "LIE" is they both saidCox family has been deprived from seeing their grand kids. BS 
JPwelcomed Cox to his home to celebrate his kids birthday and grandpa CoxWILLINGLY DECLINED 
TO ATTEND. 9 hours ago27 CommentsBack to Friends And Family Of Susan Powell Part Two's 
Profile1 2 
 
 Next 
 Tanya Stewart at 9:28pm yesterdayWow they said no to ONE thing.... Seriously y keep bringing that 
up. 
 
Don Johnson at 10:11pm yesterday 
Tanya the Cox gripe in the media they have been DENIED any access to their grand kids BS I have just 
proven them wrong. What else have the Cox and Gifford LIED about? Ic can't remember off the top of 
my head but I have two other media account's of Cox, Gifford LIES documented in my web page 
folder. 
 
Tanya Stewart at 10:49pm yesterdayThey said no once and maybe after that josh said they couldn't see 
the kids.... If u weren't there for every conversation then y even bother bringing up the same old shit 
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over and over. Its not like its helping find Susan 
 
Don Johnson at 11:02pm yesterdayWhy did the Cox tell the tribune .examiner, channel 2, channel 6 
they were invited but chose to NOT ATTEND? 
 
Tanya Stewart at 11:05pm yesterdayWho knows obviously they had there reasons and I'm sure its for 
reasons no one else knows about. Like I said how is posting the same crap about them not attending the 
bday party helping find susan! Y keep wasting ur breath on the same subject over and over, its not 
gonna change them not going and its not gonna change n e thing that is going on now 
 
Don Johnson at 11:07pm yesterdayHere it is. AFTER the Cox DECLINED to attend their grand kids 
birthday they went to the media and GRIPED they are concerned over a lach of contact with geand 
kids:http://www.ksl.com/index.php?nid=148&sid=9541537How can these LIARS be so concerned 
when they REFUSE to attend their own grand kids birthday party (DEAD BEAT SLACKER GRAND 
PARENTS)?????  
 
Tanya Stewart at 11:12pm yesterdayThat's ur opinion like I said all u know is whatever is said on the 
news or in papers u said urself u didn't know them personally. So therefor u don't know the entire story 
or history of everything 
 
Don Johnson at 11:20pm yesterdaySo if they felt so DISTANT why did they NOT ATTEND their 
grand kids birthday or is Chucky boy just trying to get ONE ON ONE ACTION WITH DA BOYS? 
 
Don Johnson at 11:23pm yesterday 
 
tANYA, please state one source you have to prove Chucky boy is being DENIED access to see his 
grand kids. I have just proven Chucky is NOT being denied but Chucky WILLINGLY has DENIED 
himself the privilege to see his grand kids. COX LIEDGIFFORD LIED IN THE MEDIA REPORT I 
GAVE YOU AND IN THREEE OTHER MEDIA REPORTS I HAVE LINED UP FOR MY WEB 
SITE.. 
 
Tanya Stewart at 11:24pm yesterdayWow ur post just go in circles... Ur obviously not here to even help 
find susan ur just here to bash on everyone for what's said on the news or in papers 
 
Don Johnson at 11:28pm yesterdayINCORRECT, I am here in search for the TRUTH. The Cox LIED 
when they said they have not been a chance to see their grand klds when infact all media outlets 
reported the Cox WILLINGLY DECLINED to go to their grand kids birthday party. So your source to 
rebutt my TRUTHFUL AND ACCURATE statement s what???  
 
Don Johnson at 11:30pm yesterdayAre you saying all the TV and newspaper outlets LIED when they 
reported CHUCKY BOY REFUSING to attend his own grand kids birthday party???? 
 
Tanya Stewart at 11:32pm yesterdayI already agreed they were invited and didn't go... But no one 
knows the real reason y, all n e one knows is what is said on the news or papers. And them not being 
able to see the grandkids and not going to a bday party has nothing to do with what happened to susan 
or where she might be! CORRECT????  
 
Don Johnson at 11:34pm yesterdayI wonder who the wacko was that called Cox. It sounds like 
someone that thinks exactly what I think called Cox only difference is what do they have to gain. I 
could call and never be traced but WHY do that my financial gain is when Susan is found and it is 
learned JP never did anything so I will just take a seat on the back seat and wait until everything 
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unfolds. I would be interested in the actual content of that phone conversation and if CHUCKY BOY 
has the setup I have everything was recorded. 
 
Don Johnson at 11:37pm yesterdayEXACTLY, the grand kids havre nothing to do with finding Susan 
so why is Gifford and the Cox using the grand kids likea tool or a toy in the media? Refer to the ksl 
report I posted and tell me that is not a attempt to draw sympathy cause a good dad has good rules 
which every good parents sets for their kids. 
 
Tanya Stewart at 11:38pm yesterdayHow would u have financial gain when she is found??? U making 
a bet on someones life is how ur making it sound now.... And like u said the truth will come out in the 
end when she is found and we will see if josh is innocent or not. Everyone has there own opinion about 
that. And ours are different 
 
Don Johnson at 11:39pm yesterdayThe Cox took Susan out of the picture the very second they griped to 
the media about not seeing their grand kids they were given AMPLE opportunity to see. It is the cox 
fault for deterring the issue not mine I am just logging what they say. 
 
Tanya Stewart at 11:40pm yesterdayAgain what is ur financial gain from all this??Tanya Stewart at 
11:44pm yesterdayUnless ur really not who u say u r. And ur in josh's family and ur hoping everything 
turns out in josh's favor so he can collect the insurance money from her death. And if that's true that 
would explain y u only post negitive things about the cox family and never about josh and how's he has 
acted this whole time she's been missing 
 
Don Johnson at 11:51pm yesterdayAs a database developer and web junkie remember this >>> 
TRUTHFUL content is NOT ILLEGAL content but will hold my ground so solid if Cox or Gifford 
make any attempt to try to have my website removed if what may have played out does happen I will 
crucify them in Federal court and rake them over the coals for every penny to their name.  
 
Don Johnson at 11:53pm yesterdayI can care less about the insurance or any other asset. I care about 
gettinga bizarre twisted end to what really happened if there is such a ending to what really happened to 
Susan Powell. 
 
Don Johnson at 11:54pm yesterdayLets put Josh in the spot light: his story royally sucks, his lack of 
concern for his wife royally sucks if he is a loving spouse. 
 
Don Johnson at 11:56pm yesterdaynow with thst said as far as I am concerned I can care less if Josh did 
do it just as long as he did it with two or three people so I have that bizarre twist to add to the theme of 
my website.  
 
Don Johnson at 12:02amThanks for the discussion Tanya, Work is calling me on another tier have a 
good morning. Oh yeah Josh and his family is all unemployed vs I have a job "hint hint" you still think 
I am related? 
 
Tanya Stewart at 12:10amIts pretty sad that. U r looking to make a quick buck out of all this... Just goes 
to show how sick people really are.  
 
Don Johnson at 12:58amTanya, As long as it is "LEGAL" meaning publishing "TRUTHFUL, 
DOCUMENTED" content I can support with real media reports, police reports, warrants (all of which 
will "ultimately" be made public) I fail to see what is wrong with it (I already have his bankruptcy 
disected and edited for parts of my site). One BIG thing to remember is >>> I worked at IANA (internet 
assigned numbers authority) for two years which is the little brother to ICANN (internet corporation for 
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assigned names and numbers) back when I was in college so count on the fact I know every policy, rule 
and regulation in the books and will drag LIARS COX AND GIFFORD through the mud if needed to 
protect my "LEGALLY PURCHASED AND PATENTED" intellectual investment. Since I have my 
own web server and DS3 (T-3) it will be VERY DIFFICULT to rip my web page off the internet which 
translates into a Federal Court war if anyone tries to make a issue of my site as it will require a Federal 
couret order before I remove any content from my web server. Now assuming the bizarre does NOT 
happen, if it is clear as day Josh did it, no help in killing Susan my site is worthless GARBAGE. Look 
at it this way Tanya > before I walked in work I spent twenty eight bucks on five white chocolate 
latte's. I only spent twnety bucks on the domains I purchased so it is no loss to me if the site flip flops 
aka meaning Josh really did it. If you look at the timing of the susan foundation site they unveiled it for 
one reason ONLY it was announced on Dr. Phil otherwise if you look at it from a web developers stand 
point who knows how to get mega hits on their site the Cox timing on releasing their web site royally 
sucks. Right now we still have JUST a mmissing person NOT a ABUSED PERSON, NO PROOF TO 
SUPPORT THEIR ALLEGATIONS IF SO WHERE IS IT? The site is mear SPECULATION at this 
point in time. Timing is half the key to make my site work ythe other half is that bizarre twist. Well take 
care upper tier is getting nasty. 
 
Don Johnson at 1:07amTanya, It is not sick it is called earning a "HONEST" buck. If GIFFORD AND 
COX did not tell so many BAD BAD "LIES" it makes them look like wholes in a ball of swiss cheese 
my website would not be half as juicy as it's content presently is. That juicy content of Grandpa Cox 
WILLINGLY REFUSING to attend his own greand kids birthday party is part of the content to present 
the TRUTH to the world not a MADE UP GIFFORD LIE, not a another made up COX LIE. God I am 
proud of my accomplishments as a elite geek. Take care I gotta take care of this cluster of the network 
which means logging off this site. Log back in tomorrow lets ,do it again. Atleast I am providing 
TRUTHFUL content unlike some such as the COX AND GIFFORD. COX wants "ONE ON ONE 
ACTION WITH DA BOYS." If you don't believe me consult the Dr.Phil transcripts or I will edit them 
and post them tomorrow if you want since I already have them. 
 
 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Date: Sun, 21 Feb 2010 05:40:36  
To
Subject: New Don Johnson Post 
 
Hi Kiirsi, 
 
I just saw this post by Don...thought I copy and email to you in case he deletes it. 
 
I think it is something to consider if Chuck did get a weird call from someone.   
 
I now wonder if Don made the call.   
Did you read that shellcode blog...that was posted about Dan Massey.  Stalker and who knows what he 
is capable of.   
 
Here it is: 
Don Johnson Post Chucky posted in friends and family: Gota strange call last night, shouldn't have 
picked up the phone. Ipromise everyone Susan did not leave her family under her own power.She 
would not leave her children, she is not in hiding. If Susan wasphysically capable of contacting us she 
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would do so. The Police areconsidering every tip.please let the police d...otheir jobs. Please know that 
you will not hear a direct response fromthe police about your tip. If it results in evidence they can't 
sharethat face, if it goes nowhere they don't have time to tell you so.However no response does not 
mean it was not followed up on.It sounds like who ever called is on to "ALL" the Cox, Gifford 
"LIES"like I am. Example of a Cox and Gifford "LIE" is they both saidCox family has been deprived 
from seeing their grand kids. BS JPwelcomed Cox to his home to celebrate his kids birthday and 
grandpa CoxWILLINGLY DECLINED TO ATTEND. 14 minutes ago - Comment - Like  
 
Okay... Hope we nail anyone one involved!  I am sick of these sick and psycho people. 
 
Lynnelle 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 
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